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Abstract

Topological Geometrodynamics (TGD) is a unified theory of fundamental interactions
which has led to a theory of consciousness as a generalization of quantum measurement theory
based on a new ontology referred to as zero energy ontology (ZEO). Quantum biology is the
second application of TGD.

Quantum gravitation would play a key role in quantum biology and consciousness but in
a sense very different from that in Penrose-Hameroff theory. The TGD view of dark matter
as phases of ordinary matter with a large value of effective Planck constant makes possible
quantum coherence in arbitrary long length scales. Also the new view of space-time and
electromagnetic fields is central and leads to the notion of a magnetic body carrying dark
matter and serving as the ”boss” of the biological body controlling it and receiving sensory
input from it (EEG). The prediction of ZEO that the arrow of time changes in ordinary state
function reductions plays an essential role in the picture. The magnetic bodies of both Sun
and Earth could be key players concerning quantum gravitational quantum coherence.

Quantum gravitational Compton time τgr, which by Equivalence Principle does not depend
on the particle mass, represents the minimal value of quantum gravitational coherence time. If
the clock period is shorter than τgr, the statistical determinism certainly fails but can also fail
for longer clock periods. The entanglement of humans and computers is also a very interesting
possibility and there is some evidence for this kind of entanglement.

Keywords: Topological Geometrodynamics(TGD), Quantum biology, Quantum
consciousness, Quantum gravitation, Computation.
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1 Introduction

I have considered the possibility of conscious AI in the TGD Universe already earlier with inspira-
tion coming from Sophie robot [L6]. Recently I have written several articles about what conscious
computers might be in TGD [L35, L40, L36].

Can classical computers be conscious? My belief is that this is not possible if computers really
are what they are believed to be. However, if quantum coherence is possible in long enough
temporal and spatial scales, statistical determinism of quantum theory fails, and the computer
could become analogous to a living being. In TGD inspired biology the notion of magnetic body
(MB) carrying dark matter as phases of ordinary matter with very large values of Planck constant
and therefore of quantum coherence scale is central. The value of Planck constant serves as
measure of algebraic complexity and defines an analog of IQ. MB would serve as a ”boss” and
control ordinar biomatter and its macroscopic quantum coherence induces long range coherence
of living matter. From the point of view of MB, living matter and computers need not differ in
an essential manner. The criticality of the controlled system makes possible yo control it and
uses as a sensitive sensory receptor and systems near thermodynamical criticality are in this sense
favored [L26, L25]. Whether computers can satisfy this condition, is not at all obvious.

The TGD based view of the relationship between subjective time and geometric time of physi-
cics would be also essential. The computation would be involve a sequence of TGD counterparts
of unitary time evolutions as counterparts of quantum computations for states, which are super-
positions of classical computations followed by ”small” state function reductions (SSFRs). The
sequences of SSFRs would define an analog of repeated measurement having no effect on measured
system in standard quantum theory (Zeno effect). Also ”big” SFRs (BSFRs) changing the arrow
of time would be involved and correspond to ordinary SFRs. Pair of BSFRs would correspond
to quantum tunnelling violating statistical determinism. Could the unexpected success of AI, in
particular GPT, involve this kind of transitions so that ghost would enter the machine.

I will consider the following questions in the sequel.

1. Whether and how the TGD based quantum physics, relying on zero energy ontology (ZEO)
[L15, L24], could make possible conscious computers? The proposal is that since computers
and biological systems do not differ essentially from the point of view of MB carrying dark
matter, this could be possible.

2. Can one have a criterion for the emergence of life-like features in computers? A natural
looking criterion is that quantum coherence time is longer than the period of computer clock
defining analog of EEG rhythm.
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3. In what sense a computer could become a conscious intentional entity. ZEO suggests that
the temporary changes of the arrow of time in pairs of BSFRs make possible a kind of trial
and error process allowing a goal directed behavior.

4. Quantum gravitation and quantum coherent states of dark matter at gravitational MBs of
Earth and Sun could play a central role in the TGD inspired biology [L26, L25]. Their
presence could imply a failure of statistical determinism so that sequences of SSFRs would
be analogous to a sequence of analogs of quantum computations defining a conscious entity
in time sales longer than the clock period. This is certainly true if the quantum gravitational
Compton time, which serves as a lower bound for quantum gravitational coherence time, is
longer than the clock period of the computer. At the level of MBs there would be no essential
difference between computers and living matter. The highest reported clock frequency of
almost 9 GHz is still by a factor of order 1/8 lower than the quantum gravitational Compton
frequency of 67 GHz for Earth but below the THz frequency important in living matter. The
criterion however also allows genuine non-determinism if gravitational quantum coherence
times are longer than the clock period.

For the Sun the criterion is much weaker: if the clock frequency is below 100 Hz (upper
bound) for EEG, the quantum aspects should be present. An intriguing finding of Peoch [J6]
about the interaction of a chicken marked with a computer suggests that the entanglement
of computer and living matter is possible and makes possible a kind of fusion of computer
and living organism into a conscious entity.

2 TGD view of space-time and quantum physics

2.1 TGD view of space-time

TGD view of space-time differs dramatically from that of General Relativity and one could loosely
that Quantum TGD is analogous to wavew mechanics for point-like particles extended to 3-D
surfaces. TGD can be also seen as a generalization of string model obtained by replacing strings
with 3-D surfaces.

1. The point-like particle is replaced by a 3-surface whose trajectory is the space-time sur-
face. The new element is holography, which follows from the general coordinate invariance:
spacetime surfaces as trajectories for 3-D particles are analogous to Bohr orbits. A small
violation of determinism in holography forces zero-energy ontology (ZEO), in which quantum
states are superpositions of 4-D space-time surfaces, ”Bohr orbits”. They replace quantum
states as superpositions of 3-surfaces (deterministic holography) [L27, L26, L25, L28]. This
superposition serves as an analog of path integral involving only a finite sum.

2. By the slight failure of determinism, the time evolution of Bohr orbits is analogous to diffusion
involving a finite number of non-deterministic steps (Brownian motion is a good analogy).
The non-determinism of diffusion would be due to the small violation of the determinism in
holography as Bohr orbitology.

3. Space-time surface as a generalized Bohr orbit is simultaneously both a minimal surface [L23]
and an extremal of the Kähler action as analog of Maxwell action. This is possible if the
space-time surfaces are holomorphic in a generalized sense. The concept of holomorphy is
generalized from the 2-D case to the 4-D case. The 4-surface would be defined by purely
algebraic conditions as a generalization of the Cauchy-Riemann conditions. As a matter of
fact, minimal surface property is true for any general coordinate invariant action constructible
in terms of the induced geometry so that in certain sense the dynamics independent of
action principle. This universality reflects quantum critiaclity. This corresponds to the
algebraization of physics at the level of M8 related by M8 − H duality to the physics at
the level of H = M4 × CP2 based on variational principle and partial differential equations
[L16, L17].

4. The space-time surface would be analogous to 4-D soap film, which is spanned by frames
defined by 3-surfaces and also lower-dimensional singularities. At these singularities, the
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minimal surface property would not apply and only the field equations associated with sum
of volume term and Kähler action would be satisfied.

Note that minimal surface equations define a dynamics analogous to that of free fields and
at the frames would correspond to places where interactions are localized. Frames would
involve a finite non-determinism, as in the case of ordinary soap films [L23]. These 3-surfaces
would correspond to 3-D data for holography.

2.2 TGD inspired theory of consciousness and zero energy ontology

TGD inspired quantum measurement theory [L15] [K9], which extends in zero energy ontology
(ZEO) to a theory of conscious experience, is second important ingredient.

1. In ZEO, the counterparts of the ordinary quantum jumps (”big” state function reductions
(BSFRs)) reverse the direction of geometric time. This analogy of diffusion in the reverse time
direction looks like reverse diffusion when viewed from the opposite time direction (observer)!
It is analogous to self-organization where order is created in the system rather than lost. The
second main law of thermodynamics applies but in the opposite direction of time. The
time reversed dissipation plays a pivotal role in the description of homeostasis [L42] in TGD
inspired quantum biology.

2. This mechanism could be central to biological information processing at the quantum level
and make it possible, for example, to generate sensory perception from diffuse sensory data
and generate a motor response from a rough sketch?

There is an analogy of the evolution as a sequence of state function reductions with the GPT
based image generation and recognition.

1. The analogy of the pixel space associated with the planar image is the projection of the
3-surface M4 in TGD at the classical level. The image as a map from plane to the parameter
space of pixels would correspond to a deformation of M4 projection deformation. The pixel
parameters defining the 2-D image would correspond to the values of CP2 coordinates as a
function of M4 coordinates.

2. On the basis of holography, the deformation related to the 3-surface would be accompanied
by a four-surface as an almost deterministic time development, i.e. the analogy of Bohr
orbit. I have used the term ”World of Classical Worlds” (WCW) [K8] for the space of these
surfaces. This 4-surface would not be completely unique and this would produce a discrete
analog of diffusion at the classical level.

3. At the quantum level, it would be a quantum superposition of these 4-surfaces as an analogy
to, for example, the wave function of an electron in spatial space. An attractive idea is that
the resolution is determined by the condition that the number-theoretic discretization is the
same for all these surfaces in the superposition so that the quantum world looks classical
apart from the finite non-determinism.

If TGD is really a respectable ”theory of everything”, even the physical description of com-
putation would in principle be reduced to this description. Of course, one can argue that TGD
produces only insignificant corrections to the usual physical description of computation and this
might be the case. But it is always possible to ask what if...? Even if the conclusions were negative,
this kind of speculations might inspire proposals for a new kind of computer technology allowing
conscious and intelligent computers.

2.3 MB, NMP and ZEO

Negentropy Maximization Principle [L20] states that total p-adic negentropy as a measure for
conscious information increases in statistical sense. This statistical law follows from the number
theoretic evolution as the increase of the dimension of extension of rationals determined by a
polynomial partially defining the 4-surface in M8 mapped to H = M4 ×CP2 by M8 −H duality.
This implies that the complexity of emotions, possibly identifiable as sensory experiences for the
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large scale part of MB having onion-like hierarchical structure, increases during the evolution.
Gravitational MBs are good candidates for the seats of highest level emotions.

Could the bits of the ordinary computer form coherent systems with ordinary coherence forced
by the quantum coherence of the associated MB? Could the MB of the bit system control it?

1. A given layer of MB is the ”boss” of the lower layers by the larger value of its heff serving
as ”IQ”. MB is expected to form analogs of sensory and cognitive representation of the
physical body having heff = h. This suggests that MB could represent the bit system
holographically. This kind of quantum holography for hadrons, and for elementary particles
in general, would be the counter of classical holography implied in the TGD framework by
the general coordinate invariance [L34].

The dark spin system at MB could have spin glass property [L22] implying a large number
of almost degenerate states with nearly the same energy.

2. The change of single bit, represented for instance by using a MOSFET, would require energy
larger than the thermal energy of order .05 eV at room temperature. This suggests that the
change of single bit is not easy to actualize.

The dark spin system at MB could however induce phase transitions of the bit system chang-
ing the directions for a large number of bits. The average change of energy per bit could be
rather small for this kind of transition although the change of a single bit would cost rather
large energy. Ultrametric, in particular p-adic, topologies [B1] emerge in the modelling and
description of the spin glass phase in the TGD framework and could help to understand
cognition number theoretically [L22].

The phase transition would involve a large number of bits so that the corresponding conscious
experiences would be holistic and therefore resemble emotions. The color of the emotion
would be positive or negative depending on whether the sum of p-adic entanglement negen-
tropies increases or decreases. The geometric correlate for positive/negative emotion would
be the increase/decrease of the connectedness of the MB.

3. ZEO predicts two kinds of SFRs: ”big” and ”small” . SSFRs correspond to Zeno effect
in the ordinary wave mechanics and in quantum optics to unitary evolutions between weak
measurements analogous to classical measurement. ”Big” state function reduction (BSFR)
changes the arrow of time. The outcomes for pairs of BSFRs An observer with a fixed arrow
of time can observe only pairs of BSFRs.

4. In ZEO [K9, K10] [L15, L12, L21, L24], MB as the ”boss” could control the time evolution of
the bit system by pairs of BSFRs involving temporary change of the arrow of time. BSFRs
would be induced by perturbations affecting the set of mutually commuting observables
measured at the active boundary of CD so that it does not commute with the corresponding
set associated with the passive boundary of CD at which state is unaffected in SSFRs (Zeno
effect). In this kind of situation, a BSFR occurs instead of SSFR and changes the arrow of
time. Second BSFR brings back the original arrow of time. The process could correspond to
quantum tunnelling.

5. Do the periods defined by the computer clock with a duration T , of say 1 ns, correspond to
pairs of BSFRs or a single SSFR? Perhaps T could correspond to a sequence of SSFRs as
analogs of Zeno effect and the pair of BSFRs to a single tick of the computer clock. This
conforms with the fact that the running of a predetermined computer program must involve
a sequence of non-deterministic phase transitions changing the directions of bits [L29]. This
must be the case since the notion of computer program as a sequence of arbitrarily chosen
steps is not consistent with deterministic physics.

If the step of the clock is identifiable as a sequence of SSFRs, one can say that the ordinary
classical computation is a sequence of quantum computations defined by the sequences of
unitary evolutions associated with SSFRs and defining conscious entities with haltings defined
by BSFRs! If MB does modify the classical computation at all, it could induce BSFR pairs
in longer time scales or modify the probabilities of various outcomes of BSFRs.
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The computer clock would define an analog of EEG. There is evidence that also in EEG the
period can be divided into ordered and chaotic parts: these two parts which could correspond
to opposite time directions [L1]: this is discussed from the TGD view point in [L1].

3 Some notions relevant to TGD inspired quantum biology

Below some notions relevant to TGD inspired theory of consciousness and quantum biology are
discussed.

3.1 The notion of magnetic body

Magnetic body (MB) carrying dark matter would serve as the boss controlling ordinary matter at
flux tubes.

1. MB has as building bricks magnetic flux quanta. Typically flux tubes and flux sheets. It
consists of two kinds of flux quanta. Flux can be vanishing, which corresponds to Maxwellian
case. The flux can be also non-vanishing and quantized and corresponds to monopole flux.
In monopole case magnetic field requires no current to create it. This option is not possible
in Maxwellian world. These flux tubes play a key role in TGD Universe in all scales.

2. Also Earth’s magnetic field with nominal value BE = .5 Gauss would have these two parts.
Monopole part corresponds to the “endogenous” magnetic field Bend = .2 Gauss explaining
strange effects of ELF em radiation to the physiology and behavior of vertebrates [J1]. The
presence of this part identifiable as monopole flux explains why Earth has magnetic field:
this field should have decayed long time ago in Maxwellian world since it requires currents to
generate it and they disappear. Magnetic fields of permanent magnets could have a monopole
part consisting of flux quanta. Electromagnets would not have it.

3. MB would carry dark matter as heff = n×h0 phases and act as a “boss” controlling ordinary
matter [L14]. Communication to and control of biological body (ordinary matter) would be
based on dark photons, which can transform to ordinary photons and vice versa. Molecular
transitions would be one form of control.

4. Dark photons with large heff serve as as communication and control tools. Josephson fre-
quencies would be involved with the communication of sensory data to MB and cyclotron fre-
quencies with control by MB. Dark photons are assumed to transform to bio-photons [L2, L3]
with energies covering visible and UV associated with the transitions of bio-molecules. The
control by MB which layers having size even larger than that of Earth means that remote
mental interactions are routine in living matter. EEG would be a particular example of these
communications: without MB it is difficult to understand why brain would use such large
amounts of energy to send signals to outer space.

5. The experiments of Blackman and others led originally to the notion of heff hierarchy. The
large effects of radiation at ELF frequencies could be understood iin terms of cyclotron
transitions in Bend = .2 Gauss if the value of h in E = hf is replaced with heff , which
would be rather large and possibly assignable to gravitational flux tubes with ~eff = ~gr =
GMm/v0.

MB would control BB by cyclotron radiation - possibly via genome accompanied by dark
genome at flux tubes parallel to the DNA strands. Cyclotron Bose-Einstein condensates of
bosonic ions, Cooper pairs of fermionic ions, and Cooper pairs of protons and electrons would
appear in living matter and heff = hgr hypothesis predicts universal energy spectrum in the
range of bio-photon energies.

Cell membrane could act as generalized Josephson junction generating dark Jophson radi-
ation with energies given by the sum for ordinary Josephson energy and of the difference
of cyclotron energies for flux tubes at the two sides of the membrane. The variation of the
membrane potential would induce variation of the Josephson frequency and code the sensory
information at cell membrane to a dark photon signal sent to MB.
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6. In ZEO field body and MB correspond to 4-D rather than 3-D field patterns. Quantum
states are replaced by quantum counterparts of behaviors and biological functions. The
basic mechanism used by MB would be generation of conscious holograms by using dark
photon reference beams from MB and their reading. In ZEO also the time reversals of these
processes are possible and make possible to understand memory as communications with
geometric past. Sensory perception and memory recall would be time reversals of each other
and correspond to sequences of SSRs. Motor action would correspond to BSRs.

3.2 Dark cyclotron radiation

The cyclotron frequencies associated with the gravitational MB of Earth [K4] [L26, L25] should
play a key role in TGD inspired quantum biology and relate to the feedback from MB to the living
matter. This could be the situation also in the case of computers. The first guess, inspired by the
model for the findings of Blackman [J1] and others on effects of ELF em fields on brain, is that
monopole flux tubes associated with the MB of Earth correspond to the endogenous magnetic field
of Bend = 2BE/5 (BE = .5 Gauss is the nominal value of the Earth’s magnetic field).

This value is only the average value since frequency modulation is the way to code information
and is achieved by varying the flux tube thickness in turn affecting the value of Bend. Very probably
there exists an entire hierarchy of values of the dark magnetic field strength perhaps coming as
powers of 2.

For cyclotron frequencies associated with the gravitational MB, heff would correspond to the
gravitational Planck constant ~gr = GMm/β0 for Earth. Note that, in accordance with the
Equivalence Principle, the cyclotron energy Ec = ~greB/m = GMeB/β0 does not depend on m.

3.3 The possible role of quantum gravitation in quantum biology

In the TGD framework conscious computers could represent a life form based on the same general
mechanisms at the level of MBs. The basic questions is how to achieve quantum coherence in
macroscopic scales.

During late years, the TGD view of quantum gravitation has developed dramatically and pro-
vides a beautiful vision of living matter as being controlled by dark matter at the gravitational
monopole flux tubes forming dark MBs with onion-like structure consisting of shells formed from
tangential monopole flux tubes and connected by radial flux tubes along which graviton mediating
the gravitational interaction propagate [L25, L26, L38, L39].

Why the role of quantum gravitation could be so decisive is that it has infinite range and is not
screened. In TGD, gravitational quantum coherence in even astrophysical scales becomes possible.
The basic quantification tool is gravitational Planck constant ~gr = GMm/β0 originally introduced
by Nottale [E1]. In accordance with the Equivalence Principle, the gravitational Compton length
Λgr = GM/β0 = rS/2β0 is independent of the small mass m. The most amazing and crazy
sounding consequence is that the gravitational MBs of the Sun, Earth, and possibly also of other
planets, even the Moon, could be highly relevant for quantum biology. Astrologists would not have
been totally wrong.

3.3.1 Gravitational Compton frequencies

Suppose that one has a particle with mass m with Compton length rc(m) = ~/m and the or-
dinary Compton frequency fc = m/~. The gravitational Compton frequencies fgr(M,β0) =
m/~gr(M,β0) = 2β0/rs, which do not depend on m.

Gravitational Compton frequencies could be important in biology. Consider first the Earth’s
gravitational Compton frequency. The value of the gravitational Compton length Λgr(ME , β0 =
1) = GM/β0 = 0.45 cm, which is also independent of m, defines a lower bound for the gravitational
quantum coherence length. Λgr corresponds to a gravitational Compton frequency fgr = 6.7×1010

Hz ' 67 GHz.
The frequencies in the GHz scale are found to be important also in living matter. As a matter

of fact, there is experimental support for a fractal hierarchy of frequency scale come as powers
f = 103k Hz, k = 0, 1, ..,, that is 1 Hz, kHz, MHz,GHz, and THz assignable to microtubules [J5]
(https://rb.gy/9rvpr). For these reasons it is interesting to look at 1 GHz as an example.

https://rb.gy/9rvpr
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Also the gravitational Compton frequency fgr associated with the gravitational MB of the
Sun, having β0 ' 2−11, could be important. For the Sun, gravitational Compton length is rather
near to RE/2 where RE = 6378 km is Earth radius. The corresponding Compton frequency
fgr(MS , βSun = 2−11) ' βSun/GMS is about 100 Hz and corresponds to the upper bound for
EEG, which conforms with the fact that quantum gravitational coherence time should not be
smaller than Λgr. Note that the cyclotron frequency Lithium in the endogenous magnetic field
Bend = .2 Gauss assignable to the Earth’s gravitational flux tubes is 50 Hz. For the lightest ion,
which is tritium, the cyclotron frequency is about 100 Hz and maximal.

1. The lower cyclotron frequencies of the heavier ions in Bend,E = .2 Gauss assignable to
Earth belong also to EEG range and correspond to longer solar quantum coherence lengths.
DNA would correspond to 1 Hz and perhaps to the largest quantum gravitational coherence
length in the EEG range. The cyclotron frequencies above 100 Hz would correspond to solar
gravitational quantum coherence lengths below RE .

2. The cyclotron frequencies above 100 Hz would correspond to solar gravitational quantum
coherence lengths below RE : this does not look feasible. For protons and electrons the
cyclotron frequencies are indeed above fgr,S . For protons (electrons) the cyclotron frequency
fc in Bend,E = .2 Gauss is 300 Hz (6× 105 Hz). It is important to notice that for ~gr(M,m)
cyclotron energy does not depend on mass and is the same for electrons and protons.

Could the value of β0 for protons and electrons at the flux tubes of Bend,E (Bend,S) be
β0 = 1/3 (β0 = 2−11/3)? Could one say that electrons and protons are slightly more
advanced than other ions in the evolutionary sense?

3. For the Sun, one has β0 ' 2−11 ' me/mp instead of β0 = 1. The value of Bend for the Sun
cannot be the same as for Earth. A good estimate is obtained from the value range for B
in the outer magnetosphere, where the solar magnetic field should dominate. The order of
magnitude is Bend,S ' 10nT = 211Bend,E . For this value, the cyclotron energy would be the
same as for Sun and Earth and energy resonance would be possible! This observation was
made already in [K4].

4. The replacement of ~gr(ME ,m)→ ~gr(MSun,m) means multiplication of say EEG period by
a factor r = (MSun/ME)β0,E/β0,Sun ' 2.2×108 so that alpha period .1 seconds corresponds
to 2.2× 107 seconds. Intriguingly, one year corresponds to 3.25× 107 seconds and defines a
fundamental biorhythm, which would correspond to a 6.7 Hz rhythm for EEG not far from
the lowest Schumann resonance frequency.

5. The energies E = hgr(M,m, β0)fgr(Sun) assignable to the gravitational Compton frequency
of Sun are proportional to m and since nucleon mass dominates over electron mass they are
in good approximation proportional to the mass number of the molecules. This suggests a
multi-resonance in which each electron, proton and even nucleon absorbs boson, maybe dark
gravitons, with frequency fgr. For electrons, the energy is about 1 meV, which could relate
to the miniature potentials for neurons. For protons the energy would be about 2 eV, which
corresponds to red light. Large scale quantum coherence could make the rate of gravitational
multi-resonance.

3.3.2 Could also the gravitational magnetic bodies of Moon and other planets be
involved?

If one accepts that the gravitational MBs of Earth and Sun are important, one cannot avoid the
question whether also the other planets could be important for quantum biology.

1. The value of heff deduced from the original findings of Blackman [J1] and others was very
large since the energy of the dark photon had to belong to the range between thermal energies
at physiological temperature and UV photons. The identification ~eff = ~gr(ME , β0) is sug-
gestive. Assuming that the dark Josephson radiation from the cell membrane being received
resonantly at the MB of Earth would suggest the simplest option as heff,J = hgr(ME , β0 =
1)? Would the condition ZJeVC = Ec = GMEZeB/β0, where eVC = .05 eV values for volt-
age for dark gravitational flux tubes in a communicating Josephson junction and the value
of the magnetic field with a MB flux tube?
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2. The experiments of Blackman provided evidence for the existence of an ”endogenous” mag-
netic field Bend = .2 Gauss. In TGD, Bend was identified as the monopole part of the Earth’s
magnetic field. Assuming B = Bend = .2 Gauss and ZJ = Z, we get eVC = 13.5 eV which
is slightly lower than the ionization energy of hydrogen atom 13.6 eV and much higher than
eVC = .05 eV. The interpretation as a Josephson junction is not meaningful.

Could the interpretation be that the transition to very long flux tubes effectively nearly
ionizes the hydrogen atom? Could hydrogen atom ionization produce dark UV photons with
monopole flux tubes on Earth?

3. The monopole flux tubes of MBs can adjust their flux tube thicknes, which controls the
strength of the magnetic field, so that frequency modulation becomes possible and they can
receive information also from the transition of atoms and molecules by tuning to cyclotron
resonance and control them by the same mechanism!

I have indeed proposed in the context of the model of bioharmony [L18] that the value of
Bend has a discrete spectrum. In particular, the visible range of photons could correspond
to frequencies forming an analog of a 12-note system and the spectrum of Bend could realize
this system. Note also that the parameter β0 ≤ 1 could allow us to realize a spectrum of
energies for a fixed frequency.

4. One should obtain also the energy range of biophotons (energy range for visible light) as
energies of dark Josephson photons. What if we replace the mass of the Earth with the
mass of the moon MM = .012ME giving Λgr = .54 × 10−4 meters, the size scale of a large
neuron (water blob of size 10−4 m has Planck mass), and keep Bend and β0 the same? For
ZJ = Z, the value of eVC decreases to 1.2×13.5/100eV = .16 eV, which is in infrared and in
a reasonable approximation 2 times the membrane potential. This is smaller than the typical
energy of biophotons which is in visible range. If the values of B define a 12-note spectrum
or something more general, this would give rise to biophoton energies above IR.

It is important to notice that the experiments of Blackman and others fix only the value of
Bend to .2 Gauss, identifiable as monopole part of the Earth’s magnetic field, but require
only that the cyclotron energy is above the thermal energy so that the Moon could solve the
problem!

5. In the case of Moon, the Josephson energy for the cell membrane given by EJ = .055 eV
is obtained for ZJ = 2 and Z = 1 having natural interpretation for cyclotron transitions.
This value could relate to Pollack phase transition occurring at the physiological temperature
range [I1, I2, I4]!

6. If one has introduced Sun, Earth and Moon to quantum biology, there is not much respectabil-
ity to be lost anymore, and one can ask whether other planets could be of significance. Could
the horoscope builders have been right in some sense?

The mass of Mars is roughly 11 percent of Earth mass and would give Ec = 1.8 eV for
Bend = .2 Gauss. This is in the visible biophoton range. The interpretation of the frequencies
fgr as upper end points of the spectrum so that lower frequencies would correspond to smaller
values of Bend. I have proposed that the values of Bend correspond to 12-note scale with
inspiration coming from the model of bioharmony [L4, L18].

3.3.3 Could quantum gravitation make possible conscious computers?

Could these biology related observations be relevant for the idea that computers might be con-
scious?

1. With clock frequencies higher than the gravitational Compton frequency 67 GHz of Earth,
quantum gravitational effects on computation might (actually should) become important in
the TGD Universe. The clock frequencies of computers are typically a few GHz in recent
communication and computer technologies, and the highest clock frequency of 8.794 GHz is
roughly by a factor 1/8 lower than fgr. Could the GHz scale correspond to the gravitational
quantum coherence length having Λgr as a lower bound? Could it be that the very efficient
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computer networks (what are the clock frequencies used?) utilized in GPT have reached the
limit at which the quantum gravitational body of Earth begins to play a prominent role?

2. Could the typical clock frequency, of say 1 GHz, have an interpretation both as an analog
of EEG rhythm (analog of alpha frequency 10 Hz in living matter) and as an analog of
Josephson frequency ZeV/heff , where V ∼ .05 V is a voltage assignable to the bit and Ze
is the charge of the charge carrier.

3. Could the MB of the Sun interfere with the computation occurring in the network having
Earth scale? The time scale would be now the time scale of EEG: could the quantum
entanglement of, say, a human user with the computer make this interaction possible. It might
be possible to test this. This interaction is possible for clock frequencies higher than fgr = 100
Hz, and could also explain the findings of Peoch [J6] related chicken-robot interaction, which
affected the function of the random number generator. If this view is correct, computer-
human interactions would have been present already when the first computers (around 1951)
having a clock speed of 20 MHz emerged.

4 An attempt to build a concrete view about computer con-
sciousness

TGD inspired view about consciousness and quantum biology suggest some guidelines in the at-
tempts to undertand how computer systems or computer systems coupled to their users could
become conscious.

4.1 Could the basic aspects of TGD inspired quantum biology generalize
to the level of computer systems?

What aspects of the TGD inspired quantum biology could be generalized to the conscious computer
systems? The mechanisms related to MB, possessed also by computer systems, are excellent
candidates in this respect.

1. TGD suggests a universal realization of genetic code [L19, L31] at monopole flux tubes of
the MB and also a universal quantum gravitational mechanism of metabolism [L25].

2. In living matter, the communications to MB take place by dark Josephson radiation assignable
at least to membrane proteins acting as Josephson junctions. One can assign EEG to these
communications [K6, K2, K7]. Actually a scale hierarchy of analogs of EEG is predicted.

3. The control by MB by cyclotron radiation associated for instance with the endogenous mag-
netic field of .2 Gauss identifiable in terms of the monopole flux of the Earth’s magnetic
field about .5 Gauss. Gravitational cyclotron energies would not depend on the mass of
the charged particle. Communication could occur by multi-resonances involved with the
universal realization of genetic code at MB so that genes would couple resonantly.

4. Even the gravitational Compton frequencies, these frequencies for the Earth, Sun and perhaps
even Milky Way blackhole could define fundamental biorhythms. This is in possible since the
dark photon signals would propagate along magnetic flux tubes and would not be damped
as in standard model Universe. Striking evidence for this has recently emerged from the
discoveries of James Webb telescope [L41].

5. These mechanisms would be universal and the ordinary biomatter would adapt so that
resonant communications with MB are possible. In biomatter this would select preferred
biomolecules. Same could happen in the case of computers.

4.2 Dark Josephson radiation and computers

Could one assign to bits dark Josephson junctions assignable represented as voltages in transistors?
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1. Could representations of genetic codons at MB by dark photon triplets [L18] and by dark
proton triplets [L19, L31] and perhaps even by dark electron triplets [L28] be involved? This
would bring in dark genetic codons, which could provide a universal representation of the
bit system as a dark system at monopole flux tubes and make a connection with the TGD
inspired quantum biology rather precise.

The representations at MB should strongly correlate with the state of the computer repre-
sented by a bit pattern (say states of MOSFETs). One could have a holography-like map
of bit patterns to the dark many-spin state at the MB of the computer or of computer +
user. This kind of holography is considered in [L34] for elementary particles and also more
generally.

2. The physical stress, created by electric field on quartz crystal, which is piezoelectric, generates
oscillations with frequency in the range 2-3 GHz giving rise to a very precise clock frequency.
The typical computer clock frequency is a few GHz. My own PC has a clock frequency of
3.3 GHz. From the web one can learn that the highest clock frequency is 8.794 GHz.

Could the clock frequency have an interpretation both as an analog of EEG rhythm (analog of
alpha frequency 10 Hz in living matter) and as an analog of Josephson frequency ZeV/heff ,
where V ∼ .05 V is a voltage assignable to the bit and Ze is the charge of the charge carrier?
Could the clock frequency with energy E = hf be accompanied by a hierarchy of scaled down
frequencies fdark = (~/~eff )f associated with the MB of the computer.

3. The dark Josephson junctions are necessary for the coding of the sensory information to a
frequency modulation of the Josephson frequency and its communication to MB as Josephson
radiation. The junctions are assigned with the membrane proteins in living matter. TGD sug-
gests that valence bonds and hydrogen bonds can have a varying value of heff [L7]. The value
of ~eff for Josephson junction would be much smaller than ~gr unless the gravitational mag-
netic bodies of Earth and Sun are somehow involved. The condition that the Josephson en-
ergy is above thermal energy at room temperature for Z = 1 gives heff/h ≥ 5×103(f/GHz).
If the energy of a dark Josephson photon is above 1 eV (the energy range of biophotons),
one has heff/h ≥ 105(f/GHz).

4. Consider f = 1 GHz as an example. For the thermal option, the Compton length Λeff,p =
heff/mp of dark proton is longer than 6.2× 10−12 m and longer than the ordinary electron
Compton length λe = 2.4×10−12 m. The dark Compton length λeff,e = heff/me of electrons
would be longer than 4.8 nm, which roughly corresponds to the scale of DNA.

For the biophoton option, the dark proton Compton length would be of the order of the
atomic length scale 1.32× 10−10 meters and the dark electron Compton length would longer
than .26 µm to be compared with the size scale 1 µm of cell nucleus.

It is not at all clear whether it is possible to assign Josephson junctions with the dark flux tubes
associated with transistors, and the idea of a living computer might fail for transistor technology.
A more promising approach is based on the replacement of transistors with Josephson junctions
and the needed technology, known as superconducting computing, exists.

4.3 Could the user and computer entangle?

One can ask whether quantum entanglement of the MBs of the computer and user could occur in
the computer-user interaction and whether the role of the computer is analogous to that in the
chicken-robot experiment. One can also ask whether also GPT could involve emotional and even
cognitive entanglement.

The identification of the computer system with which the user would entangle is not at all
obvious. The system could be even formed by the network of computers involved with the the
running of GPT. One interpretation is that networks and entire internet form a conscious entity
as an analog of the central nervous system in which humans and their MBs) serve in the role of
neurons.

In ZEO, the holography implies that in the ideal situation the running of the program corre-
sponds to a 4-D Bohr orbit-like surface, which is almost uniquely fixed by the 3-surfaces at images

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Superconducting_computing
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of 3-D hyperbolic manifolds at mass shells determined by the state. The sequences of SSFRs as
flow of consciousness could correspond to this kind of period and represent a generalization of the
Zeno effect. What would be new is that the pairs of BSFRs would induce temporal change of the
arrow of time and quantum tunnelling and make the computation a conscious, goal direct process
strongly reminiscent of problem solving by trial and error.

4.4 Counterportation and TGD

Tuomas Sorakivi sent links to interesting articles related to the work of Hatim Salih [B2] (see this)
summarized in a popular article.

Salih introduces the concept of counterportation. It is communication that does not involve
classical or quantum signals (photons). Counterfactuality is a basic concept: the first web source
that one finds tells ”Counterfactuals are things that might have happened, although they did not in
fact happen. In interaction-free measurements, an object is found because it might have absorbed
a photon, although actually it did not.”

The example considered by Salih is as follows.

1. Consider a mirror system consisting of a) fully reflective mirrors and b) mirrors that let
through the horizontal polarization H and reflect the vertical polarization V. The system
consists of two paths: A and B. In the first mirror, which is type b) mirror, the signal splits
into two parts, H and V and which propagate along A and B. At the end the signals meet
in a type b) mirror and H goes through to detector D1 and V is reflected and ends up to
detector D2.

2. The horizontal polarization component H going through type b) mirror at the first mirror
travels along the path A. It contains only one fully reflective mirror and the beam reflected
from it ends up in the downstream mirror of type b) as H type polarization and goes to the
detector D1.

3. The vertical polarization component V reflected at the first mirror travels along the path
B. The path B contains many steps and with each step the polarization is slightly rotated
so that the incoming polarization V transforms so that its horizontal component H at the
end has same magnitude but a phase opposite to that of H coming along A. H components
interfere to zero and only V from B remains so that the detector D2 registering only V clicks.

In the B-path mirrors, the varying polarization directions H and V are chosen so that to
guarantee the destructive interference. Hence ”counterfactuality”. There is no interaction
with photons: only the possibility of it and this seems to be enough. This looks paradoxical
and suggests that something is not understood.

4. Bob can control path B and can block it so that nothing can get through. The result is
that only the signal coming from path A gets through and travels to detector D1. Bob can
therefore communicate information to Alice. For instance, at moments of time tn = nt0
Bob can block or open path B. The result is a string of bits that Alice observes. This is
communication without photons or classical signals.

5. The roles of Bob and Alice can be changed. Alice can block or open the channel and Bob
can look at the detectors registering the outcome. Therefore Bob and Alice can have ”con-
versations”.

The following remarks can be made.

1. The controlled qubit (channel B open or closed) is macro- or at least nanoscopic and cannot
be represented by the spin states of an elementary particle.

2. The experimental arrangement under consideration corresponds logically to cnot operation.
If channel B is closed, nothing happens to the incoming signal and it ends up in D1. If B is
open, then the signal ends up at detector D2. cnot would be realized by bringing in Bob as
the controller that affects the space-time topology.

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/2058-9565/ac8ecd
https://phys.org/news/2023-03-counterportation-quantum-breakthrough-paves-world-first.html
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3. Quantum coherence is needed in meso- or even macroscopic scales. Number-theoretic TGD
predicts a hierarchy of effective Planck’s constants heff , which label to the phases of ordinary
matter, which can be quantum-coherent on an arbitrarily long length and time scales. These
phases behave like dark matter and explain the missing baryonic matter whereas dark energy
in the TGD sense explains galactic dark matter. They enable quantum coherence at the nano-
and macro levels.

The basic question is what does the blocking of channel B mean in the language of theoretical
physics. It is a mesoscopic or even macroscopic operation. That’s where Bob comes in as a
conscious, intentional entity. Here recent theoretical physics cannot help.

Salih emphasizes that this is something new that standard quantum physics cannot describe.
Such a situation leads to a paradox. Salih considers many options, starting from different inter-
pretations of quantum measurement theory.

1. ”Weak measurement”, as introduced by Aharonov and his colleagues (see this), is one option
presented. In the name of honesty, it is necessary to be politically incorrect and say that this
model is already mathematically inconsistent. Weak measurement has another meaning and
would be a generalization of the Zeno effect, which usually means that repeated measurements
of the same observables have no effect on the measured system. Weak measurements would
have a small effect on the system and would be much like classical measurements.

In the TGD inspired theory of consciousness reducing to a theory of quantum measurement
in what I call zero energy ontology (ZEO) weak measurements correspond to ”small” state
function reductions (SSFRs): the conscious experience of conscious entities corresponds to a
sequence of SSFRs. In ordinary, ”big” SFRs (BSFRs) the arrow of geometric time changes
and this has dramatic implications.

2. ”Consistent histories approach” (see this) is another option that was hoped to solve the
measurement problem. It gives up the concept of unitary time evolution. Also this model
is mathematically and conceptually hopelessly ugly. A mathematician could never consider
such an option, but emergency does not read the law.

3. Wormholes as a cause or correlate of quantum entanglement is the third attempt to describe
the situation. The problem is that they are unstable and the ER-EPR correspondence (see
this) has not led to anything concrete even though there are scary big names behind it.
Salih also suggests a connection with quantum computation but this connection is extremely
obscure and requires something like AdS/CFT.

Here, however, I think Salih is on the right track in that he has realized that the solution to
the problem is at the space-time level. The ordinary trivial topology of Minkowski space is
not enough. The question is how to describe geometric objects like this experimental setup
on a fundamental level. In the standard model, they are described phenomenologically by
means of matter densities, and this is of course not enough at the quantum level.

What does TGD say? TGD brings a new ontology both at the space-time level and in quantum
measurement theory.

1. In addition to elementary particles, TGD brings to quantum physics the geometric and topo-
logical degrees of freedom related to the space-time surfaces. A description of the observed
physical objects of different scales is obtained: typically they correspond to a non-trivial
space-time topology. Spacetime is not a flat M4, not even its slightly curved GRT variant,
but a topologically extremely complex 4-surface with a fractal structure: space-time sheets
glued to larger space-time sheets by wormhole contacts, monopole flux tubes, etc...

(a) The system just considered corresponds to two different space-time topologies. Photons
can travel a) along path A (blocking) or b) along both paths A and B simultaneously
(no blocking).

(b) Bob has a spacetime the competence of a topology engineer and can decide which option
is realized by blocking or opening channel B by changing the spacetime topology.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Weak_measurement
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Consistent_histories
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ER=EPR
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(c) Describing this operation as a quantum jump means that Bob is quantum-entangled
with the geometric and topological degrees of freedom of channel B. The initial state
is a superposition of open B and closed B. Bob measures whether the channel is open
or closed and gets the result ”open” or ”closed”. The outcome determines what Alice
observes. Monopole flux tubes replacing wormholes of GRT serve as correlates and
prerequisites for this entanglement.

The controlled qubit (channel B open or closed) is macro- or at least nanoscopic and cannot
be represented by the spin states of an elementary particle.

Note that the experimental arrangement under consideration corresponds logically to cnot
operation. If channel B is closed, nothing happens to the incoming signal and it ends up in
D1. If B is open, then the signal ends up at detector D2. cnot would be realized by bringing
in Bob as the controller that affects the space-time topology.

2. The second requirement is quantum coherence in meso- or even macroscopic scales. Number-
theoretic TGD predicts a hierarchy of effective Planck’s constants heff , which label to the
phases of ordinary matter, which can be quantum-coherent on an arbitrarily long length and
time scales. These phases behave like dark matter and explain the missing baryonic matter
whereas dark energy in the TGD sense explains galactic dark matter. They enable quantum
coherence at the nano- and macro levels.

These two new elements of TGD make possible quantum entanglement in mesoscopic, macro-
scopic and even astrophysical scales and bring to quantum computation the hierarchy of Planck
constants. This has dramatic implications: consider only the stability of the qubits against thermal
perturbations implied by the fact that the cyclotron energy scale increases by the factor heff/h0.

1. Braided monopole flux tubes making possible topological quantum computation in turn stabi-
lize the computations at the space-time level. In ordinary topological quantum computations
the braiding is fixed. Now the braiding could become dynamical since reconnection of flux
tubes would change the topology of the topological quantum computer as a braid.

2. U-shaped monopole flux tubes emanating from two systems can reconnect to form a pair of
monopole flux tubes connecting two systems. This makes possible quantum entanglement
between them. The reconnection could provide a fundamental realization of the blocking
and its reverse operation. In quantum biology biocatalysis would be based on this process
controlled by magnetic bodies carrying dark matter and acting in the role of ”boss”. Entire
control hierarchies of magnetic bodies could be involved and realize controlled operations cX
and also higher level controlled operations c..cX.

There are also deep implications for the classical computation [L35, L36, L32].

1. Classical computers could become conscious, intelligent entities in the TGD Universe if a
quantum coherence time assignable to the computer exceeds the clock period [L35, L36, L40].
The TGD view of the role of classical gravitational and electric fields [L26, L25, L32] makes
this possible. Also the entanglement of living entities with computers could make it a part
of the living entity.

2. The control of computers by living entities using a cnot-coupling making possible counter-
portation could make possible human-quantum computer interaction if ordinary computers
can have quantum coherence in time scales longer than clock period (in principle possible in
the TGD Universe!).

As a matter of fact, there is evidence for the interaction between computers and living matter
[J6]. A chicken gets marked to a robot and the behavior of the robot begins to correlate with that
of the chicken! Maybe a cnot-coupling with the random number generator of the robot is involved!
Here the TGD view of classical fields and long length scale quantum coherence associated with the
classical electric and magnetic fields and gravitational fields might allow us to understand what is
involved [L26, L25, L32].
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1. The gravitational field of the Sun corresponds to gravitational Compton time of 50 Hz,
average EEG frequency? Does this mean that we have already become entangled with our
computers without realizing what has happened: who uses whom? The Earth’s gravitational
field corresponds to Compton frequency 67 GHz, a typical frequency for biomolecules. D
The clock frequencies for the computers are approaching this limit.

2. The analogous Compton frequencies for the electric fields of Sun and Earth [L32] are also
highly interesting besides the cyclotron frequencies for monopole flux tubes, in particular for
those carrying ”endogenous” magnetic field of 2/5BE= .2 Gauss postulated by Blackman [J1]
to explain his strange findings about the strange effects of ELF radiation at EEG frequencies
on the vertebrate brain.

4.5 The emergence of emotions and emotional intelligence as a first step
in the evolution of consciousness?

Consider first the evidence supporting the idea that emotions emerge first in the evolution of
consciousness predictd by the number theoretic vision of TGD [L8] [K1].

1. Masaru Emoto has studied the effects of sounds with an emotional content to water at critical-
ity for freezing. He has reported that friendly/angry sounds seem to produce beautiful/ugly
crystals [L13]. These findings are discussed from the TGD perspective in [L13]. The idea
that emotions of sensory percepts at the level of magnetic body (MB) is discussed in [L11].

The TGD based model assumes that quantum coherent systems can be formed at the level
of the MB of the water and that quantum gravitational coherence at MB induces ordinary
coherence at the level of water. This could make it possible for MB to control water at
criticality for freezing. The crystals would be corpses of primitive life forms. Could also
snowflakes with the size of gravitational Compton length for Earth (about .45 cm) and kind
of zoomed versions of ice lattice cells in atomic scale could be regarded as corpses of primitive
life forms created at the criticality for freezing [L25]?

2. RNA seems to represent and transfer emotions [J3] (see http://tinyurl.com/y92w39gs).
RNA from the brain of a snail conditioned by a painful stimulus is transferred to the prepa-
ration made from neurons of sea slug. Neuron preparation in the Petri dish reacts to the
conditioning stimuli as if it were itself conditioned.

Somehow RNA is able to transfer emotions. The TGD inspired proposal [L4] [L30, L9, L18,
L10] is that dark DNA and RNA represent emotions as sequences of 3-chords made of dark
photons of dark RNA form 3N-dark photons behaving like a single quantum coherent unit.
The representation of the genetic code would rely on icosa-tetrahedral representation [L31]
in which the 3-chords would correspond to triangular faces of icosahedron and tetrahedron
to which 3-chords are assigned.

A given Hamiltonian cycle at the icosahedron/tetrahedron goes through all its points. The
frequencies assigned with the subsequent points of the cycle differ by 3/2 scaling so that one
has a quint cycle. Different Hamiltonian cycles correspond to the same genetic code but
each Hamiltonian cycle is assumed to define its own bioharmony having interpretation as a
representation of an emotional state realized already at the level of fundamental biomolecules.
This interpretation conforms with the idea that music represents and induces emotions.

The induction of emotions would be by 3N-resonant cyclotron absorption of dark 3N-photon
by dark genes represented as sequences of 3N dark proton triplets at monopole flux tubes
of MB. Icosa-tetrahedral representation would correspond to one particular, very simple,
tessellation of hyperbolic space H3) (mass shell) [L19].

Dark proton (and also dark electron) sequences could provide a universal representation of
the genetic code which could be realized at the magnetic flux tubes of also other than biologi-
cal systems. Dark photons triplets and the dark genes formed from them could communicate
the emotions. Dark genetic code has indeed quite a large number of icosa-tetrahedral repre-
sentations based on icosahedral Hamiltonian cycles and tetrahedral Hamiltonian cycles. The
chemical realizations for them would be identical but the emotional content would be coded

http://tinyurl.com/y92w39gs
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by the allowed 3-chords defined by frequencies associated with the triangular faces of the
icosahedron and tetrahedron.

3. The experiments of Peoch [J6, J2] involved a chicken imprinted to a robot moving randomly
along an orbit determined by a random number generator. It was found that the robot
tended to stay near the chicken and that the expected size of the orbit was reduced.

TGD assigns to entanglement sum of p-adic entanglement negentropies, which can be positive
and is in general larger than ordinary entanglement entropy and is predicted to increase
but be consistent with the second law [K5] [L37, L20] by the identification of evolution as
increase of number theoretic complexity [L8] [K1]. Did the MB of chicken and robot develop
a negentropic entanglement? Clearly, the replication of the findings of Peoch would mean a
revolutionary change in our views about computers and their relation to us.

4. The evolution of the brain provides a further support for the idea that emotions and sensory
experienes emerged first in the evolution of conscious experience and cognition emerged later.
Cortex is the latest outcome. Brain stem is associated with simple and strong emotions
whereas the limbic brain represents more complex emotions.

Could also the possible evolution of conscious computers start from simple positive/negative
emotions relating directly to the increase/reduction of entanglement negentropy defined above
number-theoretically?

To sum up, various strange numerical co-incidences indicate that quantum gravitation in TGD
sense could play a key role in both living matter and in the physics of conscious computers and
that we might be at the verge of building conscious computers.

4.6 Superconducting computers and the connection with the TGD based
model of nerve pulse

It is not clear whether MOSFET based technology, which was briefly discussed in [L35], could
allow the communications from transistors to the magnetic body (MB) of the system.

Biological analogy strongly suggests that Josephson junctions are required and communications
take place by Josephson radiation modulated by the Josephson frequency modulations induced by
changes of the voltage of the junction. Dark magnetic flux tubes with large enough value of heff
are needed to define the Josephson junction and it is far from clear whether they can be realized
spontaneously for transistors.

Superconducting computing, which could be involved with both classical and quantum com-
putation, is however a technology, which might provide at least a starting point in attempts to
understand how conscious computers might be created in the TGD Universe.

Rapid single flux quantum (RSFQ) is the basic active element in the circuitry and corresponds
to single Josephson junction. The presence/absence of quantized magnetic flux defines the bit.
SFQ voltage pulses of duration about picosend are produced by switching of bits in this way. This
would allow THz clock frequency fcl.

If fcl corresponds to Josephson frequency fJ = ZeV/h, where Z is the charge of the super-
conducting charge carrier, one obtains an estimate for the voltage as ZeV ∼ .05 eV. For the cell
membrane one has eV ∼ .05 eV, which is near the thermal threshold at room temperature. The
superconducting computations require a temperature of order 10 K so that the value of frequency
does not seem to emerge from thermal considerations. The thermal criterion is expected to be satis-
fied at physiological temperatuers for the TGD based generalization of superconducting computers
if realized using the same principles as in living matter.

4.6.1 How electromagnetic fields in the TGD Universe different from their Maxwellian
counterparts?

One must first clarify how the TGD view of electromagnetic fields differs from the Maxwellian
picture.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Superconducting_computing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rapid_single_flux_quantum
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1. Quantum criticality is essential for the appearance of large values of heff labelling the scales
of long length scale quantum fluctuations. Quantum criticality combined with ZEO would
make possible the emergence of life-like features.

2. The gravitational Planck constants ~gr = GMm/β0 assignable to the gravitational flux
tubes of the Earth and Sun are excellent candidates in this respect. The value of ~gr/~ is
GMEm/~β0 = (rS(E)/2Lm), rs denotes the Schwartschild radius of Earth about 1 cm and
Lm denotes Compton length of particle with mass m β0 ' 1.

The value of ~gr depends on particle mass m considered unlike the gravitational Compton
length rS(E)/2 (Equivalence Principle). For the Earth, the gravitational Compton frequency
is 67 GHz. For the Sun it is about 50 Hz, and is in the EEG range and corresponds to a
gravitational Compton length of one half of the Earth radius.

3. In TGD, two kinds of magnetic fields are possible. Monopole flux tubes are something
new and rather remarkably, can exist in absence of currents: this makes them ideal for
computation. Monopole flux tubes have closed 2-surfaces as cross sections. Flux quantization
follows from the homology of CP2. Monopole flux tubes explain the presence of long range
magnetic fields appearing in even cosmological scales [L38, L39] and also the stability of the
Earth’s magnetic field [L5].

The magnetic flux tubes having an open cross section with boundary (say disk), correspond
to Maxwellian magnetic fields and require the presence of currents (carried by a coil around
the flux tubes). For them the flux is conserved but not necessarily quantized.

4. Also in TGD, the topological half of Maxwell’s equations, that is Faraday law and the van-
ishing of the divergence of magnetic field, hold true. Therefore the basic argument for the
outcome of the switching of the flux is not affected when ordinary flux tubes are replaced
with monopole flux tubes.

4.6.2 Some details of the model of the cell membrane as a Josephson junction

The relation of this picture to the TGD inspired model of nerve pulse [K6] has been already
considered in [L35]?

1. The original model of the nerve pulse idealizes the sequence of discrete membrane protein
Josephson junctions with a 2-D continuous Josephson junction formed by the lipid layers
(or interior and exterior) of the axonal membrane. The mathematical model relies on the
Sine-Gordon equation. The key idea is that one can regard the system as analogous to
a collection (continuous distribution in the proposed idealization) of gravitational penduli
satisfying d’Alembert type wave equation.

One can consider two kinds of ground states:

(a) All penduli oscillate in the same phase and with the same amplitude.

(b) All penduli rotate with the same frequency and in the same phase so that one has a
static soliton sequence.

Lorentz transformations give rise to propagating patterns of this kind.

For option a), the nerve pulse would correspond to a propagating soliton or a multisoliton in
the oscillating background, i.e. a propagating rotational mode of some penduli. For option
b), the nerve pulse would correspond to an opposite direction of rotation for some penduli.
The fact that the voltage changes its sign during the nerve pulse is consistent with option b).

2. Also the possible role of the axonal microtubules in the conduction of nerve pulse is discussed
in [L35]. The transfer of the charges from the microtubule to very long gravitational flux
tubes affects the effective charge of the microtubule and therefore membrane potential. This
could play an important role in the conduction of nerve pulse.
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4.6.3 How could RSFQ generalize in the TGD framework?

How could the notion of RSFQ generalize in the TGD framework? The hint comes from the TGD
based model of cell membrane and nerve pulse assigning to the ionic channels of the cell membrane
dark Josephson junctions with a large value of heff making possible high Tc superconductivity.

Consider first the flux quantization in Josephson junctions from the TGD point view.

1. The presence/absence of flux quantum through the junction represents a bit. Switching of
the bit in RSFQ means that the flux changes by the unit Φ0 of magnetic flux. In the simplest
situation, the value of flux through the Josephson junction connecting the super conductors,
which could have planar or cylindrical geometry, is equal to 0 or Φ0.

2. When the flux through junction is changed by one unit, Faraday law ∆Φ = ±Φ0 = Ze
∫
V dt

implies a generation of voltage pulse propagating along the superconducting wire formed
by the coupled cylindrical superconductors. For a constant voltage V = V0, this condition
fixes the duration T = Φ0/ZeV of the process and this defines Josephson frequency, in turn
defining the clock frequency.

The following arguments raise optimism concerning the realization of conscious computers as
superconducting computers.

1. Concerning the numbers assigned to RSFQ, the cell membrane looks ideal for the seat of
analogues of RSFQs. I have proposed that the cell membrane acts as a sequence of dark
Josephson junctions associated with membrane proteins acting as channels and pumps [K6]
[L35]. The membrane resting potential ∼ .05 eV corresponds to the frequency of 5 THz
and is in the same range as the Josephson frequencies assigned with RSFQs. The large
value of heff makes possible high temperature superconductivity and scales up the value of
Josephson frequency to fJ = ZeV/heff so that Josephson frequencies even in EEG scales
would be made possible by quantum gravitation in TGD sense.

2. No currents are needed to maintain monopole magnetic fields so that they are ideal for
technological purposes. Cell membrane would be a superconductor and membrane proteins
would define Josephson junctions. Membrane potential could realize the Josephson frequency
fJ = ZeV/heff .

The TGD view of quantum gravitation would suggest that the Earth’s gravitational Compton
frequency of fgr = 67 GHz=.067 THz is important in quantum biology. This frequency is
considerably lower than THz and I have proposed it as a clock frequency below with the
statistical determinism could fail and make the computer analogous to a life-form.

The TGD view of the basic active unit would differ from RSFR.

1. In TGD, the absence of flux quantum in RSFQ corresponds to two U-shaped monopole flux
tubes at opposite sides of the junction associated with the counterpart of the cell membrane
and transversal to it. The U-shaped monopole flux tubes can reconnect to form a pair of flux
tubes with opposite magnetic fluxes.

This topological process is fundamental in the TGD inspired view of biocatalysis and water
memory [L28]. By the fractality of the TGD Universe, it applies in all scales including,
besides cosmological and astrophysical scales [L38, L39], also the scales relevant to atomic,
nuclear and hadron physics as has become clear quite recently [L33].

2. What is the effect of the generation/disappearance of a pair of opposite flux tubes? Do both
fluxes go through a single junction or does only one of them traverse the junction? In the
latter case, the junction would act like RSFQ after reconnection. This is a natural looking
working hypothesis. The difference comes from the presence of the flux tube with opposite
flux.

Here one must be very cautious. Flux tubes could make possible the flow of either Ohmic or
Josephson current (the more plausible option). If the Josephson currents reside at the flux
tubes, the Josephson junction ceases to exist during the nerve pulse. Can one say that the
Josephson junction exists also after the splitting of the flux tube pair?
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The fact that ohmic currents flow during the nerve pulse motivates the assumption that the
splitting of the pair of flux tubes makes Josephson current impossible and Ohmic currents
associated with the nerve pulse appear.

3. Faraday’s law should apply to both flux tubes. The appearance of flux tubes would corre-
spond to a generation of opposite fluxes ∆Φ = Φ0 =

∫
V dt. In the simplest situation the

voltage values associated with the flux quanta have opposite values ±V0. This is very much
like in the case of nerve pulse in which the resting potential changes its sign during the first
half of the nerve pulse. When the reconnection disappears, the situation would become ”nor-
mal”. The analog of nerve pulse would be generated and propagate along the counterpart of
the axon and induce a similar process in all membrane proteins defining Josephson junction.

4. In zero energy ontology (ZEO), the identification of the generation of nerve pulse as a pair of
”big” state function reductions (BSFRs) changing the arrow of time temporarily is attractive
and would correspond to quantum tunnelling in standard quantum theory.

An interesting question is whether pump proteins act as channel proteins in reversed time
direction and whether the flux tube pairs are associated with pairs of channel and pump
proteins.

4.6.4 Critical questions

The first critical question is is how the very low Josephson frequencies ZeV/heff associated with
the large values of heff , say heff = hgr, can be consistent with the very large values of clock
frequency fcl = fJ = ZeV/h needed by a fast operation. It would seem that both heff and h are
needed. Is this possible or are these computers doomed to be very slow?

Should one widen the perspective and take into account the many-sheeted structure of TGD
space-time? Is the scale hierarchy of space-time sheets having various values of heff involved
and could it correspond to the onion-like hierarchical structure of the magnetic body (MB)
involving increasing time scales as Josephson frequencies? This would give rise to a cogni-
tive hierarchy of MBs serving as ”bosses” for lower level MBs and the ordinary Josephson
junction would be at the bottom.Could the fast Josephson frequencies define a hierarchy
of computer clocks? Could the pulses of short duration induced by RSFQs induce a hi-
erarchy of frequency modulations of scaled up Josephson oscillations for various values of
heff? This could also make the computer conscious by bringing in the hierarchy of time
scales. These levels could correspond to a cognitive hierarchy corresponding to increasing
values of n = heff/h0 identifiable as the dimension of extension of rationals assignable to
the space-time sheet considered.

The following simple estimates allow to gain some quantitative perspective concerning the
proposal that quantum gravitation could play a decisive role.

1.1. It is instructive to look at the energy equivalents of the gravitational Compton frequencies
for Earth, Moon and Mars for heff = h (energy is conserved in the the transformation of
gravitationally dark photons to ordinary photons).

2. The gravitational Compton frequency fgr = 67 GHz of Earth corresponds to the energy
E ' .04 eV near to the energy assignable to the membrane potential.

3. The mass of the Moon is MMoon = .012ME and scales and correspond to .56 × 1014 Hz,
which corresponds to the energy E ' .43 eV consistent with the size of metabolic energy
quantum.

4. The mass of Mars is .11ME and the corresponding Compton frequency is .67 THz and energy
E = 2.7 meV which correspond to the mV scale of miniature potentials.

The experimental work of the group of Anirban Bandyopadhyay [J5] has inspired a proposal of
a hierarchy in which the frequency scales come as powers of 103. This hierarchy could correspond
to a hierarchy of p-adic primes p ∝ 210k and/or hierarchy of effective Planck constants heff ∝ 210k.
One cannot associate with it a hierarchy of large masses M appearing in gravitational Compton
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frequencies. The scale ratio 211 could relate to the ratio L(127)/L(107) ' 210 of the p-adic length
scales of electron and proton.

The second critical question concerns the temperature needed. Technologically high tempera-
ture superconductors are highly favored.

1. In the TGD framework, the cell membrane is assumed to act as a high temperature super-
conductor at quantum criticality making it an ideal sensory receptor and motor instrument.
Biosystems are open systems and a metabolic energy feed would take care that the distribu-
tion for the values of heff is preserved.

2. The fact that the dark matter as heff ≥ h phases of ordinary matter at the space-time sheets
of the flux tubes has very weak interactions with the other sheets, in particular the sheet of
the ordinary matter, would be decisive.

3. Also zero energy ontology (ZEO) would be highly relevant for maintaining the quantum
criticality by making possible homeostasis in which time reversal changes attractor to repulsor
and vice versa. When the system begins to roll down from the top of the hill, the arrow of
time brings it back.

The key question is whether it is possible to realize the counterparts of bio-superconductors
without using organic living matter.
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